
INSTRUMENTS, INC.  
DeWiggling multiple boats 

Many dealers and some customers will use the same computer to DeWiggle 
more than one boat. With the normal configuration, this leads to multiple boat 
data in the same log file. If you do more than 1 boat on the same machine, you 
should set up separate folders for each boat as described below. 

A. Make separate folders for each boat 

To make things simple, create folders on the desktop for each 
boat. 

1. Right-click the desktop and pick New, Folder. A folder will 
be created with the name selected. 

2. Enter the boat name. 

3. Double-click the folder to open it. 

B. Place a copy of DeWigglerAnalyst.exe in each folder 

1. Open Windows Explorer (right-click Start, Explore). 

2. Navigate (left pane) to Program Files, then OckamSoft 4, then DeWiggler. 

3. Right-click on DeWigglerAnalyst.exe (the blue logo in the right pane) and 
pick Copy. 

4. Bring up your boat folder, 
right-click and pick Paste. 
You should then have a 
copy of DeWiggler. Note 
that this is a full copy, not a 
link (no little arrow in the 
bottom left). 

5. Repeat step 4 for each boat 
folder. 

6. Close the folders. 
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C. DeWiggling one of your boats 

Open the boat folder and double-click DeWigglerAnalyst.exe. Do not use the 
start menu, because that would run the DeWiggler in the original location, and 
the log files would contain data for multiple boats. 

You will notice that when you run DeWiggler, two files are immediately created in 
the boat folder; DeWiggler.ini and DeWiggler.log. There will be separate files for 
each boat, so when you email the tests, only that boat’s data will be sent. 

D. Adding a new boat 

Repeat procedure A. Then you can open another boat folder and copy 
DeWigglerAnalyst (only) from there rather than navigating to the OS4 directory. 
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